
 

  

The Pillar of Trust:  
Trust is the foundation of organizational development and sustainability. This is because organizations characterized by 
healthy trust, experience half the average turnover of industry peers, higher profitability and engaged employees. 
Neuroscience shows us that people act their way into believing rather than think their way into acting and emotional 
intelligence is the key to acting your way into being trustworthy and trusting. Discover how you can build your Pillar of 
Trust using integrity and emotional intelligence to develop a connective “we” disposition.   

 

The Change-Based Organization:  
In an age of uncertainty, change has become a constant so, organizational 
agility is now non-negotiable. To achieve agility, new leadership competencies 
are becoming more important. Ones that build lasting work relationships and 
networks that support optimized flow and bring about balance. Learn more 
about Yvette’s IFBSM framework that can position your organization for 
sustainable growth.  
 

Leading with Emotional Intelligence:  
Studies show 65% of organizational challenges are relational, yet 
emotional intelligence is not always an organizational priority. Leaders 
who demonstrate self-mastery and inner-connectivity are better able 
to improve productivity and team engagement through emotional 
competence and communication effectiveness.   
 

Navigating Office Politics with Integrity:  
Leaders either love or hate highly political office environments. 
In this presentation Yvette Introduces emotionally intelligent, 
integrity-based strategies leaders can use to neutralize 
dysfunctional, political office environments, and build healthy 
relationship dynamics within teams.  

 

Yvette Bethel helps executives and Boards integrate the vision for their 
organizations with the talents of their leaders. 
 
Yvette knows more than 50% of Fortune 500 companies that were on the list 
10 years ago, no longer exist. This means there is an obvious mandate to 
innovate or disrupt to avoid perishing. Her IFBSM Proprietary System is 
designed to help organizations transform into change-based organizations to 
position themselves to overcome challenging, modern performance realities. 
Yvette keeps busy as a change, HR and organizational development 
consultant. She is dedicated to helping organizations understand the people 
side of change. 
 

Yvette Bethel 
Author • Speaker • CEO • Fulbright Scholar 

 

Grow Your People, Build Your Culture, Transform your Results 

Yvette’s speaking takes her to conferences, corporate 

retreats, summits, and industry association meetings.  She 

also offers in-house corporate training and facilitation.   

Here are some of her topics: 
 



Yvette is the Founder and CEO  
of the consulting firm,  

Organizational Soul which she started 
with more than 20 years of experience 

at a Fortune 500 company. 

Award Winning Author 

 
Learn more about Yvette's Self-Mastery Products at  
Amazon, Barnes and Noble, ITunes and on Yvette's website 
www.yvettebethel.com 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To Book Yvette for your next event contact: 

Alice Gentry-Lingerfelt at 804-651-8007 

E-mail: ybethel@orgsoul.com 

Website: www.yvettebethel.com  

LinkedIn: Yvette Bethel 

Facebook: Yvette Bethel 

Twitter: @Yvette_Bethel 

 

"Yvette's uniquely dynamic process of 'soul searching' and 

organizational change and renewal training has helped us to co-

create a work environment that complements and develops the 

diverse skills of our team and has cultivated the tools of active 

leadership and emotional and intelligence within our team 

members". 

-T. Fitzgerald, Consultant 

 

Yvette is an experienced, sought after speaker who utilizes diverse 

techniques. She can connect with executives, managers and line-

staff. Her magnetism results in engaging and interactive sessions. 

-K. Hamilton   Financial Services 

 

Powerful, thought-provoking, and honest are words that come to 

mind when I think of Yvette's presentations. 

-M. Minns   Financial Services 

 

"I have rarely come across someone who has impacted my life so 

quickly. Her dynamic facilitation skills and make-you-think questions 

helped me focus on taking the action steps I needed to take.  Yvette 

exudes passion and professionalism in everything she does".  

- L. Lipman, Success Coach 
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